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Design Museum Foundation

We believe design can change the world.

Exclusive Playground Sponsor

Bring the transformative 
power of design 
everywhere, to inspire 
a world full of creative 
problem solvers.

OUR MISSION

Touring Program
In 2013 we launched our Touring Exhibition 
program to help fulfill our mission of 
bringing the power of transformative design 
everywhere. It started with our exhibition, 
Green Patriot Posters: The Revolution Will 
be Designed, which traveled to four cities 
across the U.S. 

The goal of our touring program is to 
bring this impactful, inspiring content to 
as many people as possible. As a nomadic 
museum, all our exhibitions are designed 
to be high-quality, modular, adaptable, and 
transportable. 

Design Museum Foundation is available 
for a hire fee to collaboratively produce the 
exhibition in your venue — digital packages 
are also available for reproduction and self-
implementation with a license agreement. 
Custom engagements are available including 
outdoor elements, complementary events, 
and publications.

Contact
To learn more about bringing this exhibition 
to your venue contact:

Liz Pawlak
Vice President, Design Museum Foundation

888-287-0167

liz@designmuseumfoundation.org

Done well, it can elevate our quality of life, make businesses more competitive, 
and protect our environment. Design awareness, education, and expertise are 
more important now than ever before as design continues to impact communities, 
organizations, and markets around the world.

We’re a new kind of museum, with branches in Boston, MA; Portland, OR; and 
San Francisco, CA; and the vision to pop-up great design thinking and dialogue 
everywhere. Instead of a single museum location we pop-up in places people 
already go: galleries, retail environments, public spaces, offices, lobbies, schools, 
even outside.

We’re honored to have Playworld as our exclusive playground sponsor, and as our 
partner, as we tour the Extraordinary Playscapes exhibition. Thanks to Playworld 
there are opportunities for large-scale play elements both in a gallery and outside.

Playworld is a PlayPower, Inc. company.
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Unstructured play, in particular, enables children to make sense of the world, 
express thoughts and feelings, solve problems, practice new ways of thinking, 
and so much more. Because play is such an important contributor to the health 
and development of both children and adults, it is important that all people have 
opportunities to play in their daily lives. To ensure that unstructured play does not 
become a thing of the past, designers, architects, play advocates, and communities 
continue to explore the importance of well-designed public spaces that allow 
balanced, active, and creative play.

By examining the art, history, science, and importance of play—as well as 40 notable 
examples of playground design from around the world—Extraordinary Playscapes 
explores how designers translate play objectives into innovative environments; 
spaces where kids can grow, create, explore, and most importantly…play!

Exhibition Summary

Play is vital to healthy human development; it influences 
everything from our social and cognitive advancement 
to our emotional and physical well-being.
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I’ve never seen such an amazing collection of 

playspaces from around the world in one inspiring 

place. There is an international interest in designing 

children’s play environments. I learned a lot walking 

through the show, it’s truly an incredible exhibit on

the design for play going on around the world.”

“

Curators
Amanda Hawkins & Sam Aquillano

Exhibition Design
Sam Aquillano, Edwin Lo, Maggie Davis

Advisory Committee
Missy Benson, Playworld 

Sandra Burtzos, Portland Parks & Recreation 

Sarah Carrier, Goric 

Maggie Cooper, KaBOOM 

Christina Frank, MIG 

Sharon Exley, Architecture is Fun 

Lillian Hsu, City of Cambridge 

Sahiti Karempudi, SF Playground Initiative 

Michael Laris, PlayPower Inc. 

Dieter Reuther, Cast Collective 

Cheri Ruane, Spurr 

Katie Shook, Mudland 

Kate Tooke, Sasaki

Richard Dattner, FAIA
Principal, Dattner Architects
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Maggie Daley Park, Chicago, IL 

The Ambulance Playground, Malawi, Africa

Wild Walk, Tupper Lake, NY



Program Structure
Gallery Exhibition • Available Elements

Importance of Play
Play involves freedom of choice, personal 
enjoyment, and a focus on the activity 
itself rather than its outcomes. It can be an 
individual or social act, and is often self-
directed, fun, flexible, exploratory, creative, 
challenging, and physical. It is a time when 
we learn to collaborate, problem-solve, use 
our imaginations, and develop resilience and 
empathy. Experts from around the world agree 
that unstructured play helps children grow 
into productive and healthy adults, prepared 
for future undefined challenges.

History of Play
Take a closer look at the documented history 
of play and playgrounds in the US and Europe 
from the 1800s to the present day. From 
organized schoolyard play to the creation 
of fantastic and adventurous designs, this 
timeline brings you on a journey through 
the ever-changing nature of play and gives a 
glimpse into its future.

1800s-1900s: Birth of the Playground
1900s-1920s: Model Playgrounds
1920s-1940s: WWII Era Playgrounds
1940s-1950s: Adventure & Junk Playgrounds
1950s–1970s: Fantasy & Novelty Playgrounds
1980s–1990s: Standardized Playgrounds
2000-Present: Modern Playgrounds

Range of Play
Children today most often play in supervised 
locations close to home. A 2007 case study 
showed one rural UK family and the distance 
family members from different generations 
were allowed to roam unsupervised at eight 
years old, demonstrating a shrinking range of 
play over time.

Science of Play
Experts from around the world agree that 
unstructured play helps children grow into 
productive and healthy adults prepared for 
unexpected challenges. Play can happen 
anywhere, at any time, and is enjoyed by 
people of all ages—however, we often overlook 
how play actively impacts physical, social, 
mental, and creative health. The exhibition 
features scientific research rendered in easy to 
understand graphs and infographics.

Creative Health
95% of 3 to 5 year olds test as  
“creative geniuses.” By the time 
they reach 20 years of age, that 
number decreases to 2%.

Physical Health
About 1/3 of American children 
ages 6-19 are considered to be 
overweight or obese, and only 
1/4 get the recommended 60 
minutes of physical activity or 
active play per day.

Mental Health
In 2015, children aged 6-18 
averaged 6.5 hours of screen 
time per day. Teenage boys 
were highest at 8 hours per day.

Social Health
Children are now spending 
about half as much time playing 
outdoors as they did in the past 
20 years, with much more time 
devoted to “inside” activities.
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A visual timeline charts 200 years of playground history.

Data visualizations help make the case for the importance of play.

1919
Great Grandfather

1950
Grandfather

1979
Mother

2007
Son

6 miles

1 mile
1/2 mile

300 yards



Playscape Designs
Working directly with the creators of 
extraordinary playscapes from around the 
world, we’ve curated a collection of modern 
playground design with examples from 1979 
to today. Considering the creativity of each 
design, we examined unique architecture, 
thoughtful layouts, bespoke play equipment, 
effects on childhood development, impactful 
stories, and the importance of accessibility. 
From towering treetop paths to hand-
knit crochet playgrounds, explore over 40 
international playscapes highlighting how 
design can engage diverse communities and 
translate play objectives into state-of-the-art 
and meaningful environments. Displayed 
through a collection of stories, photos, video, 
renderings, and design process images. The 
exhibition includes:

Challenging Play
Challenging play combines freedom and fun 
to create thrilling activities that sometimes 
include the possibility of physical injury, 
whether real or perceived. Challenging 
or “risky” play provides children with the 
motivation and opportunity to problem solve, 
discover new ways of doing things, assess 
risks, and manage new situations.

Natural Elements
Fast Motion
Great Heights
Unsupervised & Explorative
Functional Tools
Rough and Tumble Play

Play Elements
A number of full-scale, playable elements 
are available to exhibit, suitable for play by 
children and adults.

Barriers to Play
Outlining the socioeconomic and cultural 
factors that get in the way of children playing 
outside.

Playful Cities
Examples of cities infusing play into 
unexpected urban environments.

 
Map of Local Playgrounds
Large-scale map showing local playgrounds in 
relation to the exhibition venue with photos.

Adventure Playground, Berkeley, CA 
Ambulance Playground, Malawi, Africa
AMC Highland Center Playground, NH
Blaxland Riverside Park, Sydney, Australia
Brooklyn Bridge Park, Pier 6, New York, NY 
City Museum, St. Louis, MO
Clemyjontri Playground, McLean, VA
PlayCubes by Playworld, Boston, MA
Fuji Kindergarten, Tachikawa, Japan
Harper's Playground, Portland OR
Himmelhøj, Copenhagen, Denmark
Koret Children's Playground, CA
Lawn on D, Boston, MA
Lions Park Playscape, Greensboro, AL
Maggie Daley Park, Chicago, IL 
Mt. Greenwood Park, Chicago, IL 
Muskrat Ramble, Olympia, WA 
Neptune Park, Saratoga Springs, UT
Parque Gulliver, Valencia, Spain 
Unity RockR by Playworld, various locations
Pop-Up Adventure Playgrounds
Schulberg Playground, Wiesbaden. Germany 
Takino Rainbow Nest, Hokkaido, Japan
Terra Nova, Richmond, Canada
The Globe, Aarhus, Denmark
The Land, Wrexham, North Wales, UK 
Vail Nests, Vail, CO 
Westmoreland Nature Play Area, Portland, OR
Wild Walk, Adirondack Park, Tupper Lake, NY 
Woodland Discovery Playground, Memphis, TN
And more.

Design Museum Foundation
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Each featured playscape is profiled on a large-scale exhibit panel.

Full-scale, playable elements are available, like Playworld’s PlayCubes.



Program Structure
Outdoor Exhibition, Events, Publication • Available Elements

Beacons at Playgrounds
Design Museum Beacons are free-standing 
informational kiosks that tell the design story 
behind each playscape; who designed it, what 
strategies it’s using, and more. Maps and 
Playground Passports available at each Beacon 
direct visitors to other great playgrounds and to 
see the main exhibition.

Playground Passports
The exhibition can go city-wide with a free 
publication we call the Playground Passport. 
It features a map of the city highlighting key 
local playgrounds. The Passport can also list 
information about upcoming events and short 
stories for each playscape encouraging visitors 
to explore the exhibition and city during the 
course of the program.

Outdoor Playscape
Thanks to our partner Playworld, depending 
on program details, it may be possible to 
incorporate an outdoor pop-up playground 
installation in conjunction with Extraordinary 
Playscapes. Playworld has a network of local 
expert representatives that can support this 
program element.
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Design Museum Beacon

PlayCubes, Richard Dattner & Playworld

PlayForm 7, Playworld Photo courtesy of Playworld®, Inc.



Design Museum Foundation

Engaging Events
To compliment and extend the impact of the 
exhibition we can produce engaging events 
featuring local play science and playscape 
design thought leaders — including an opening 
reception, keynote presentations, panels with 
multi-disciplinary play experts, and more. 

Kids Design Workshops
We produce public events focused specifically 
on kids, where children and parents can 
envision, design, and build models of their 
ideas for extraordinary playscapes. We’ve 
created an engaging curriculum with a tour of 
the exhibit and design prompts to kids to think 
creatively. This workshop may even inform 
future playground design!

Design & Play Book
A 200-page book featuring all the content from 
Extraordinary Playscapes including six guest 
essays from play thought leaders like Missy 
Benson, Richard Dattner, Kate Tooke, Peter 
Gray, and more. Available for wholesale to 
feature alongside the exhibition.
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Panel discussion with play and design experts.

Kids building their visions for new playgrounds in this family workshop.

Design & Play, Design Museum Press



Risk-Taking Architecture for the Playground Set

Part of the reason to explore playscapes now, Aquillano says, is that a growing body of research links 
lack of play to problems such as increased mental disorders, low self-esteem, low confidence and 
risk aversion. At the same time, surveys of top CEOs reveal that the qualities they want to see in their 
future workers include creativity, risk-taking and overcoming adversity.

“So the more play — and the more challenging play — the better,” he says. “Swing sets are great, but 
we’re trying to show opportunities for unstructured play, where you build something.”

Extraordinary Playscapes
By examining the history and science of 
play—including 40 notable examples of 
playground design by international leading 
experts—this exhibition will explore how 
designers translate play objectives into 
innovative environments.

Extraordinary Playscapes

“I had a lot of unsupervised playtime that 
research shows allows kids to establish 
creative thinking, risk taking — all these 
characteristics we want our kids to have, 
and it goes back to why we did this project.” 
- Sam Aquillano, Executive Director, Design 
Museum Foundation

Playing with fire (and playground 
design)

In the world of playground design, there’s a 
swing towards adventure playscapes. Places 
where children can build, climb, break things, 
swing from things, and even make fire.

Get Jealous Of Kids Today With These Photos Of The World’s Most Creative 
Playgrounds

At the Fuji Kindergarten, outside Tokyo, the entire school is a playground: It’s possible to climb a tree 
to get to some classrooms, and take a slide to others. From the roof—where kids play at recess—five-
year-olds can look down skylights at friends still in class. The school, one example of how designers 
are reimagining the idea of playgrounds, is part of a new exhibit called Extraordinary Playscapes from 
the Boston-based Design Museum Foundation. The nonprofit chose 41 playgrounds from around the 
world.

Each of the playgrounds shows that it isn’t necessary to keep replicating the standard swing set-
and-slide combination that most people grew up with. If cost is an issue, there are low-to-no-budget 
adventure or nature playgrounds—essentially empty lots filled with scraps that kids can hack together 
themselves. One example is Himmelhøj, a natural playground in Copenhagen.

State of Play: How Architects and Designers are Rethinking America’s 
Playgrounds 

Landscape architect Kate Tooke’s route to becoming a playground designer started at school. A former 
teacher for the public school system in Dorchester, Massachusetts, near Boston, Tooke was animated 
by many of the same issues that inspire others to take up education as a profession, wanting to inspire 
students to be healthy, inquisitive and confident. But issues beyond that classroom—decreased access 
to public space and the outdoors, a lack of room to explore and experiment—caused her to rethink 
other ways to make a difference.

“I found myself more interested in the urban spaces my students were inhabiting, and wanted to 
find a way to help them prepare better,’ she says. Her pivot roughly eight years ago towards become 
a landscape architect, focused on playspace, could be representative of how a new generation of 
designers has been approaching an iconic childhood location, the playground. They aren’t just places 
to go, they’re now increasingly places to learn, experience, and engage.
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Design Museum Foundation

Availability
Spring 2018 onwards

Adaptable from 200 - 3,000 sqft

Digital package available for self-production

Past Venues
June 8 - September 5, 2016
Boston Society of Architects
Boston, MA

October 6 - December 17, 2016
Pacific Northwest College of Art
Portland, OR

April 6 - July 11, 2017
San Francisco Public Library
San Francisco, CA

June 19 - September 1, 2017
Dallas Center for Architecture
Dallas, TX

July 12 - September 2, 2017
Center for Architecture & Design
Seattle, WA

September 21 - December 16, 2017
Chicago Public Library
Chicago, IL

Tour Fee
Available upon request

Included in Tour Fee:
• Licensed use for up to 6 months
• Exhibition elements
• Use of exhibition content and design elements
• Administrative management 
• Image and video rights
• Digital exhibition package available

Costs for Venue*:
• Hire Fee, payable in installments
• Design work to adapt exhibition to venue
• Transport & crating, storage of empty crates
• Insurance
• Installation and removal costs
• Audio/Video equipment and installation
• Any translation & production of new graphics
• Publicity costs, press or printed materials 
• Any other costs relating to exhibit production

*Design Museum Foundation is available 
on a project-fee basis for any of the above 
elements.
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Exhibiting Extraordinary Playscapes at the Center 

for Architecture and Design in Seattle was a great 

experience!  The Design Museum made it simple to 

replicate in our design gallery and the exhibition 

itself created a fun and interactive environment that 

allowed us to engage with more children and families 

and share the importance of design.”

“

Megan Harmon
Gallery Associate, AIA Seattle

Contact
To learn more about bringing this exhibition 
to your community contact:

Liz Pawlak
Vice President, Design Museum Foundation

888-287-0167

liz@designmuseumfoundation.org

Touring Details
Bring Extraordinary Playscapes to Your Community
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The hundreds of beautiful images of playgrounds, 

along with the artifacts and scale models of innovative 

playscapes make for a wonderful experience.”

“
Michael Laris
VP Global Innovation, PlayPower

CONTACT

Liz Pawlak
Vice President, Design Museum Foundation

888-287-0167

liz@designmuseumfoundation.org


